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The chrominance carrier signal level of old U-matic recordings can be very low. Insufficient tape signal 
is likely to cause color image instabilities, particularly, with Low-Band recordings. We modified a U-
matic VCR video head preamplifier circuit to increase the chrominance signal carrier-to-noise ratio. 
Our modification successfully stabilises the playback color image. 
 
The problem of reduced chrominance carrier, especially in U-matic Low-Band tapes is usually caused by 
progressed video head wear in the recording machine. The head wear gradually shortens video head 
tips, effectively decreasing the head inductance. The inductance drop, in turn, increases video head 
luminance carrier signal current, that acts as bias signal for the chrominance carrier in the recording 
process. 
 
Increased bias current affects the magnetic field penetration into tape’s oxide layer. As a result, the 
recorded chrominance carrier level is reduced, adding modulation noise and nonlinear interferences to 
the tape signal. With such errors, it may become impossible for VCR’s demodulator circuits to produce 
stable color image and decent luminance signal in the playback. 
 
This kind of ‘problem’ tape is a good example in showing that when transferring analog video recordings 
into modern digital formats, all major signal errors and deficiencies have to be addressed at the VCR – 
the first link of the signal chain. No subsequent signal enhancer or digital post-processor can correct 
such extensive color image errors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Comparison 
In our example, the insufficient RF tape signal (due to worn heads) causes unstable, reverse-colored 
chrominance and even occasional luminance signal collapses. 
 

 
The frame on the left is captured from a U-matic PAL (Low-Band) tape, using an unmodified VCR. The same frame, on the 
right, was captured using a VCR with modified video head preamplifier. 
 
This video footage was recorded in 1990, onto Sony KSP-60 U-matic tape. Test 1 is captured on properly-
adjusted Sony VO-9800P, with original video head preamplifier circuit. The tape RF signal is so low that a 
stable color imaging is impossible. Also, the VCR’s luminance demodulator collapses occasionally 
altogether. Test 2 is the same segment of the tape, captured using a Sony VP-9000P with modified video 
head preamplifier circuit. (See the accompanying video file)  
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